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Tile Sizes

We recommend sealing of all natural stone products.

Coping Profiles

610x406x30mm   
610x610x30mm   

Square Edge

610x610x15mm   
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610x406x15mm   

Honed Finish - P2 rating: If laying Silver Marble around a pool, we recommend you seek professional advice regarding a micro-etched 
or acid-washed surface finish to increase slip rating.
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Description 
The ultimate in luxury, Silver Marble is mostly a warm-toned, silver-grey coloured 
stone featuring exquisite darker grey waves. Its elegant natural variation is both, 
subtle, and eye catching. The perfect choice for those who want a lavish natural 
stone with a refined and formal finish.

Why choose Silver Marble?
Marble is a beautiful, regal stone. The natural tonal variation between the tiles 
looks great in both traditional and modern settings. Marble can be used both 
outdoors and indoors. It is very cool underfoot, so ideal to use in any climate. 
The honed finish is fabulous to walk and sit on. The natural colour variation hides 
marks very effectively. Marble is accurately sized, cuts well and is easy to lay. 
Please note: If laying Silver Marble around a pool, in order to increase slip 
resistance, we recommend you seek professional advice regarding a micro-etched 
surface finish.

Finish 
Honed

Maintenance 
Requires sealing. Seal with penetrating sealer to make cleaning easier. Use pH 
neutral cleaners. Do not use acid to clean. 

Slip Rating (Wet Pendulum) 
P4 Slip Raiting. A P5 (V) pendulum classification, (AS 4586) “New surfaces” is the 
highest wet pendulum classification available under the current standards. For 
pool surrounds, a minimum of P4 is required.
For pool surrounds, a minimum of P4 is required.


